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Abstract - The problem of diabetic prediction has been well
studied in this paper. The disease predictions have been
explored using various methods of data mining. The use of
medical data set on the prediction of diabetic mellitus has been
analyzed. This paper performs a detailed survey on disease
prediction using data mining approaches based on diabetic
data set. The presence of disease has been identified using the
appearance of various symptoms. However, the methods use
different features and produces varying accuracy. The result of
prediction differs with the methods/measures/ features being
used. Towards diabetic prediction, a Disease Influence
Measure (DIM) based diabetic prediction has been presented.
The method preprocesses the input data set and removes the
noisy records. In the second stage, the method estimates disease
influence measure (DIM) based on the features of input data
point. Based on the DIM value, the method performs diabetic
prediction. Different approaches of disease prediction have
been considered and their performance in disease prediction
has been compared. The analysis result has been presented in
detail towards the development.
Keywords - Medical Data Set, Disease Prediction, Diabetic
Mellitus, Data Mining, DIM.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The changing life style of human being has influenced
different impact on the health of humans. One of the
influences is the Diabetic Mellitus which has no criteria for
its appearance because of it would affect the human at any
age. Once, the disease has been appeared, then it will present
for their life time. The diabetic has been affected due to the
lack of insulin segregation by the pancreas of human body.
This introduces higher blood sugar in the body which affects
the persons routing life. When the person takes food, it has
been converted into glucose and added to the blood. The
pancreas has the responsibility to segregate the blood sugar
and to control it. When the pancreas does not produce
enough insulin to the blood then the appearance of glucose
has been identified in the blood which called as diabetes
mellitus.
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is considered as the world class
health problem which affect independent of human age.
WHO has released a note on diabetes as 180 million of
human have been affected by Type II diabetes which is of
95% on the population of diabetes. This statistics would
increase to double in next 15 years in the entire world. The
presence of diabetes has encourages the death in the ratio of
6% in the year 2000 where it would increase upto 45 % in
the next 20 years.
However, the disease has been occurred based on the
food habits of the human. There are other factors which
influence the disease to be occur. As the life style of human
has been changed, there is a dramatic change in their food
habit, lack of exercise, smoking, having high protein foods,
having chunk foods and so on. There are number of factors
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can be named for the causes of diabetic mellitus. So it is
necessary to monitor the changing conditions of blood sugar
to identify the presence of disease. Disease prediction is the
process of predicting the possibility or identifying the
presence of disease based on set of symptoms and their
values. The disease prediction can be simply performed by
monitoring the glucose level, but the accuracy is based on
other features also. It is depends on the age, physical work,
the use of calories and their lifestyle.
The diabetes has higher association with micro vascular
and macro vascular complications. It includes neuropathy,
nephropathy and retinopathy, cardiac diseases. This result in
damage of organs and tissues which occurs in one third of
the diabetic population. This is highly required that the
medical practitioner would identify the prediabetes patients
and performs detail study on their glucose tolerance and
insulin resistance to avoid vascular complications. Also it has
been analysed that the Type 2 diabetes has higher
relationship with microvascular dysfunction and peripheral
nerve damage throughout the body. The presence of
polyneuropathy would introduce vasodilation in the skin.
The microvascular disturbances provoke peripheral nerve
ischemia, which consecutively aggravates miscrovascular
dysfunction.
Neuropathy is an advanced stage of diabetes which
affects. Among the diabetics patients, more than 50 percent
people have affected with peripheral neuropathy which is
monodiabetic nephropathy. They also have frequency of
autonomic neuropathy which influences the cardiovascular
dysfunction being identified by the abnormal heart rate. The
physician generally consider the peripheral neuropathy and
provide treatments to balance the damages introduced by
PN.
In other dimension, Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is the
major issue being identified in both type of diabetic mellitus
This increases the amount of albumin in urine which directly
affect the renal organs and make them failure. To save the
patients from renal failure, it is necessary to identify the
neuropathy and nephropathy. There are number of
approaches available for the prediction of neuropathy and
nephropathy in type II diabetic patients. However, for the
prediction, encountering large amount of data collected from
numerous diabetic patients is required. Because the accuracy
of prediction is always depends on the amount of training
data considered.
To perform disease prediction, it needs the history of
various diabetic patients. Such records are collected from
different medical organizations and named as diabetic data
set. The records available in the medical data set can be used
to train the system and by submitting the input set of values,
the prediction process can be performed. On the other side,
there are number of approaches available for the diabetic
prediction. The data mining is the concept of mining relevant

information from huge set of data base. Such data mining
techniques can be adapted to the problem of diabetic
prediction. Similarly, there are number of other scientific
approaches available for the prediction problem. This paper
present a Disease Influence Measure (DIM) based diabetic
prediction algorithm. The detailed approach is discussed in
section 3.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The methods of diabetic neuropathy and nephropathy
prediction can be classified according to the methods and
measures being used. Initially, different data mining
algorithms can be used for the prediction. Prediction of
diabetes mellitus type 2 has been performed with k means
clustering and logistic regression algorithm [2]. The method
has been validated for its performance using Pima Indian
Diabetes dataset. The Waikato tool has been used for
performance analysis. Similarly in [18], the combination of
KNN and Naive Bayes algorithms is used for diabetic
prediction. In [4], Mapping attributes are used to map
information from categorical and numerical attribute values
to items and Constraining association rules are used for
disease predication.
A simple tool is created using decision tree anlaysis to
predict type 2 diabetics is presented in [5], which
uses
anthropometric and laboratory measurements, routine
demographic and clinical data.
In [28], an ensemble learning algorithm with SMOTE has
been presented towards the prediction of diabetes. Various
techniques have been used to perform diabetic prediction.
The ensembles are generated using the attributes of data set,
where each data point has 13 features or dimensions. The
SMOTE technique has been used to handle the imbalance in
data. The comparison with Decisive tree, regression analysis,
nave Bayes and so on.
The pattern mining techniques are always has higher
impact in any disease prediction. Such pattern mining
algorithm for diabetic disease prediction is presented in [19].
The method uses the patterns to predict the possibility of
diabetic induced diseases like heart issues, neuropathy,
nephropathy, retinopathy and glaucoma. The method has
been validated for its performance using thousands of
diabetic records.
The data mining algorithms have great importance in any
disease prediction. In [22], the methods like regression,
SVM, GMM and ANN are evaluated for their performance
in disease prediction. Life style based diabetic prediction is
presented in [25]. The method considers the usual habits of
persons like sleep, food, walking, MI using CART algorithm.
Similarly in [3], the diabetic prediction has been performed
with data mining techniques. The Type 2 diabetic mellitus
has been predicted with improved K means algorithm. The
evaluation is performed with PIMA data set. As an
extension, a hybrid model for diabetic prediction is presented
in [26]. The method uses K means clustering and decision
tree algorithm for diabetic prediction. The method has been
evaluated with the UCI data set.
A. Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining is one of the most vital and
extensively researched techniques of data mining. The main
aim is to extract interesting frequent patterns, correlations,

casual structures or associations among set of items in the
transaction databases.
An Association rules based diabetic prediction is
presented in [6], which convert the numeric values into item
sets and categorical forms. Using Apriori algorithm the
method generates rules using PIMA data set. Based on the
rules generated, the method predicts the possibility of
diabetes. Similarly, in [1], a rule mining approach has been
presented to generate diabetes pattern from lipid and Glucose
data set. The method identifies the frequent items based on
frequency measures and generates the rule using the
minimum confidence value. Generated rules have been used
to perform diabetic prediction.
B. Fuzzy Based Prediction
The prediction of diabetic neuropathy and nephropathy
has suffer with the uncertainty of different factors. The fuzzy
algorithm has the beauty of classifying the input sample
under different range values. According to this, there are
various methods discussed in this section. The prediction of
diabetic neuropathy with uncertainty has been performed in
[8]. The method generates fuzzy rules for different classes
namely low, medium and higher. The rule has been used to
perform diabetic prediction. Similarly towards the prediction
of diabetic neuropathy an expert system has been presented
in [9]. The method has been designed to support the medical
practitioner in disease prediction.
Diabetic prediction with neural network has been
presented in [10], which uses fuzzy logic in predicting
diabetic. The prediction is performed in two stage. In first
stage, guassian kernel function has been used to distribute
the data. Second, neural network has been trained with data
points and fuzzy logic has been used to perform diabetic
prediction. Similarly, in [11], the diabetic prediction with NN
and Fuzzy logic has been approached with case based
approach. The method first predict the disease using NN,
CBR, and fuzzy logic. Further the prediction is verified using
rule based approach. In [12], the risk classification of
diabetic nephropathy has been performed with fuzzy logic.
The classification is performed with fuzzy logic and
nephropathy has been predicted using fuzzy inference
systems.
An fuzzy classifier for diabetic prediction with
association rule has been presented in [7], The method
generates association rules from huge data set. The rules are
mined and generated with the help of data set. Generated
rules are used to perform diabetic risk prediction. The
classification performance has been improved.
C. SVM Based Prediction
The support vector machine is a machine learning
algorithm which can be applied for variety of classification
problems. Based on the SVM classifier the diabetic
neuropathy and nephropathy can be classified in efficient
way. Such methods are discussed in this section. SVM with
Naïve Bayes diabetic prediction is presented in [20]. The
combined model performs diabetic prediction using the data
recorded from 400 plus patients. An decisive support system
for diabetic prediction is presented in [21]. The
method
performs classification using AdaBoost algorithm and
verified with the SVM classifier and decision tree
algorithms. The combined approach of SVM, Decision Tree

and Naive Bayes algorithm has been validated for its
performance with PIDD data set.
The role of missing data has been considered for the
prediction of diabetes with the help of machine learning
algorithms. The missing data reduction has been approached
with different feature selection techniques. Various feature
selection and classification algorithms are used for
performance measurement. An pure method of DPN
prediction with multi category SVM has been presented in
[13]. The method collects questionaries’ from huge set of
people and the same has been used to estimate NDS
(neuropathy disease score) to classify the data point. In [24],
the diabetic prediction with SVM, Naïve Bayes and Decision
Tree has been analyzed for their performance.
An SVM with random forest ensemble approach for
diabetic prediction is presented in [14]. The method ranks the
genes according to the power and the same has been used to
identify the gene influencing the disease.
D. Genetic Algorithm Based Prediction
The genetic algorithm is the best approach for the feature
selection. The performance of any classifier is highly
depending on the feature being considered. This section lists
the methods of diabetic prediction based on GA. The feature
selection plays important role in disease prediction. Towards
improvement, a genetic algorithm based technique has been
presented in [15] for the prediction of diabetic retinopathy.
The binary vessel map has been generated using the
segmentation techniques. The morphological features are
extracted and classified using SVM. Here the genetic
algorithm has been used for feature selection.
A Multifactorial Genetic Model has been presented for
the prediction of diabetic peripheral nephropathy in [16].
However, the method uses the generic variants in feature
selection to support disease prediction.
E. ANN Based Prediction
The neural networks are more efficient in identifying the
hidden values to perform efficient classification. The
methods based on ANN for diabetic prediction is discussed
here. The problem of diabetic prediction has been
approached with a combined approach of ANN and
regression model in [17]. The method has been evaluated
with various data sets and their performance in various
parameters has been measured. Error ratio is reduced by this
method.
In[23], an back propagation algorithm has been
presented for the problem of diabetes mellitus prediction.
The network has been designed with number of input and
hidden layers. Finally a single output layer has been designed
to produce the result. The author has designed a interface to
ease the user access and has produced good results.
Similarly, in [27], the author analyzed various decisive
support systems for diabetes management.
In [29], the author presented an ANN based prediction
algorithm using supervised learning algorithms. The data
records of numerous patients have been collected from
varying age group people. Based on the records, the method
performed diabetic prediction.

III.

DISEASE INFLUENCE MEASURE BASED DIABETIC
PREDICTION

The proposed Disease influence measure based approach
reads the input data set. For each data point, the method
identifies the list of features from meta data. If any of the
data features has been missed, then the data point has been
eliminated. Second, the method estimates the Disease
Influence Measure (DIM) based on the features considered.
Based on the DIM value, the method predicts the diabetic.
The detailed approach is discussed below:
Test Set

DIM Based Diabetic Prediction

Preprocessing

DIM Estimation

Results

DIM Diabetic Prediction

Medical Data Set

Fig. 1 Architecture of DIM Diabetic Prediction

Fig. 1 represent the architecture of the proposed diabetic
prediction algorithm and shows various functional
components. Each will be discussed in detail in this section.
Preprocessing
In this stage, the method reads the input test data set. For
each data point, the method verifies the presence of all the
features should be available. If any of the feature being
missed, then it will be removed from the data set. The
preprocessed data set has been used for diabetic prediction.
DIM Estimation
The Disease influence measure represent how the feature
values of the input data point influences the upcoming
disease. The method reads the input data point, and extract
the features considered from data point. Then the DIM
measure has been estimated to perform diabetic prediction.
The value of DIM has been measured as follows:
( Fl )
Di( i ) <>  Dk ( i )
isize
=1
(1)
Number of Dimension
Here, Fl- Feature List, Di-input data point, Dk- data
points in data set.

DIM =

DIM Diabetic Prediction
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The method reads the input data set which is given for
testing The preprocessing is performed on each data point.
The noise removed data points are estimated for DIM value.
If the DIM value is higher than threshold, then it has been
identified as Diabetic prone otherwise normal.
Pseudo Code of Diabetic Prediction:
Input: Test set Ts, Data Set Ds
Output: Null
Start
Read input data set Ts, Ds
For each data point Di from Ts
D = Preprocessing(Di)
DIM = Estimation DIM(D)
If DIM>Th then
Diabetic
Else
Normal
End
End
Stop
The above discussed algorithm reads the input data set
and measure the DIM value. Based on DIM value, the
method performs diabetic prediction.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The classification and prediction performance of various
methods have been evaluated and analyzed using the data set
presented below. The data set is obtained from the UCI
repository to merge and make another cooked up data set. In
total it has number of features to be used for the
classification and prediction purpose. The total number of
records considered for prediction is 605 million.
TABLE 1
Evaluation Setup
Parameter
Value
Data Set

UCI + Cooked up

Number of features

19

Number of instances

605

The Table 2, represent the data set being used for the
prediction process and represent the features being used. The
data set contains more than 650 rows of patient information.
Each data point has 9 attributes which covers the maximum
features of diabetes mellitus.
According to the data set values, each parameter has been
considered important in the prediction of diabetes. The blood
glucose has been monitored and if it crosses the value of 145
then it has been considered as diabetes. Similarly, the pre
breakfast blood glucose crosses the value of 120 it can be
considered as diabetic. Also, the post breakfast blood glucose
crosses the value of 160 then it has been considered as
diabetes. On the other side, if the HbA1c value is higher than
6.5 then it can be considered as diabetes. According to these
constraints, the accuracy of the method has been measured as
follows.
Prediction Accuracy

The Table 1, shows the details of evaluation being used
for the comparative study and performance analysis. The
data set has 19 features and 605 instances of records have
been used for the performance analysis. From the data set,
we have measured the average values and plotted in the
table 2.

The accuracy of diabetic prediction has been measured
based on the number of exact correct predictions over total
number of predictions performed. It has been measured as
follows:
TP + TN
Accuracy =
(1)
TP + TN + FP + FN
False Classification Ratio

Patient ID

Blood
Glucose

Prebreakfast
blood
glucose

HbA1c

Age

BMI

TriGly

BP

TABLE 2
Details of data set.
Postbreak
fast
blood
glucose
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The false classification ratio is the measure being
estimated based on the number of false classifications
performed over total number of predictions. It has been
measured as follows:
FP + FN
False Ratio =
(2)
TP + TN + FP + FN
Time Complexity
The time complexity is the measure being estimated
based on the time being taken for classification or prediction.
It has been measured as follows:
Time complexity = Total Time Taken for Prediction.

The methods are applied with prediction process and
their results has been recorded and compared. The analysis
has been performed in various parameters of prediction. The
method has produced the following results.
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Fig. 2 Comparative performance in prediction accuracy

The performance on prediction accuracy has been
measured and compared with different classification
algorithms. The methods have produced the above
mentioned results which are mentioned in Fig. 2. However,
the Disease Influence Measure based approaches are higher
efficient in prediction than other methods.
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Fig. 3 Comparative result on false ratio

The false prediction ratio produced by different methods
has been measured. The comparative result on false ratio has
been presented in Fig. 3. The Disease Influence Measure
based approaches has produced less false ratio than other
methods.
Time Complexity
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Fig. 4 Comparative result on time complexity

The performance on time complexity has been measured
for different types of methods. The comparative results are
presented in Fig. 4. The Disease Influence Measure based

algorithm produces more
complexity.

effective results on time

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of diabetes prediction has been
studied and analysed. Various methods on the prediction of
disease have been studied. To improve the performance an
Disease Influence Measure based algorithm is presented.
The method estimates DIM measure for each test sample
and performs diabetic prediction using the value of DIM.
The methods are verified for their performance in prediction
using the data set considered. The data set has been obtained
from UCI repository and merged with the data obtained
from different medical organizations. In total 19 features has
been considered and 605 medical records has been used for
the evaluation process. The methods are measured for their
performance in various prediction parameters. Obtained
results are plotted in the graph. In future, the problem of
prediction methods will be identified and novel approaches
are designed for the improvement of the prediction problem.
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